Introduction 1
The heavy quark production at RHIC is dominated by initial gluon fusion at initial hard 2 partonic collisions and can be described by perturbative QCD (pQCD) due to their large mass 3 [1] . The heavy constituent quark mass is almost exclusively generated through its coupling 
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Invariant yield of charm quark production InvY is calculated as (1) where N trig is the total number of triggered events used for the analysis. Y(p T , y) is the raw
The identification of daughter particles is done in the STAR experiment [5] at mid-rapidity 26 |y| < 1 at √ s NN = 200 and 500 GeV. The analysis presented herein is done using three datasets; Yields Y(p T , y) were calculated in eight p T and three centrality bins. dσ NN cc /dy was obtained 56 from the integral of 
Results
in the left panel of Fig. 2 , and follow the same process for the original power-law function as discussed in section 3.1. Since enhanced statistics allow more p T bins in Au+Au collisions, we 62 rely on the extrapolation from the two fits to estimate one source of systematic uncertainty. The 
